Spectrum of Specificity
(Lighter color are more "dynamic"
spaces that requires heavier
programming to achieve activities,
darker color designates spaces that
accomplish the activities themselves
with little additional programming)

Indoor "classroom" space

Description
Grass, variety of size options, no defined
sport markings
Asphalt or concrete pathways, variety of
widths
Open 'hardscape' spaces for gathering,
could contain permenant or movable
seating, planters.
Open spaces that may/may not have
hardscape spaces. Could include tables,
grills or picnic shelters
Free standing or next to building.
Grass, hard surface or combination.
Spaces specifcally designed for sitting
and/or viewing water, nature or activities
within the park
Provide access to the water for views,
education, fishing or boatings
Hardscape Plaza/patio space that
includes skatable features
Climate controlled space inside a
building that could be used as a "multipurpose" room. Size may vary but
typically larger than classroom but
smaller than a "gym"
Climate controlled space inside a
building that could be used for
meetings/classes. Size may vary but
typically between 400-100 sq. ft.

Outdoor "classroom" space

Space that would be at least partially covered
and designed to accomodate different
classes/programming. May include more
robust features like sinks, storage, etc. or could
be simple outdoor seating spaces.

Space
Open Field
Paths

Hardscape Plaza/Patio spaces
Picnic Areas (Grass, Trees,
Tables)
Covered Shelters
Terraced Seating Area

Overlooks/Seating Areas
Docks
Skatable Plaza

Indoor "open" space

Hard Surface Areas Accessible
to vehicles
Nature Playground
Food Truck/Vendors Spaces

Outdoor "interperative" space
Native Plantings
Community Gardens

Sculpture Garden

Outdoor Art Space
Traditional Playground

Bike/Boat Shop

SkatePark
Basketball Court

Supportive Spaces/ Features
Bathroom Space
Indoor Storage Space
Parking Spaces
Seating
Bike Racks
Water Fountains
Shade
Shelter

Space that accomodate parked vehicles.
Could vary from 'parkable lawn' space to
more a more typical parking lot.
Playground space(s) using natural
materials
Spaces specifically designated for
vendors or food trucks.
An outside space that could accomodate
both general and specific interperative
exhibits. These could be temporary or
permenant exhibits.
Gardens open to the public for education
+ gardening.
Maintained space with sculptural art
elements. Could include other features
like gardens, open areas, performance
spaces, etc.
Spaces designated for showing and
creating art. Could include both
"dynamic" or static mural spaces,
performance art spaces, etc.
Playground space(s) using more typical
playground materials
A designated indoor space(s) for the
repair, maintenance, rental and/or
purchase of bikes or boats.
Space exclusivly used for skateboarding
and watching skateboarding
Hard surface court with lines/hoops for
basketball

